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of performing places - Sydney Myer Music Bowl, 
1958 (top), Munich Olympic stadium, 1972(middle) and II 
Palengue of Expo Sevillia, 1992 (bottom) 
The Morse Park Theatre in Wong Tai Sin (Hong Kong) 
Open-Air Theatre 
A Special Performing Place 
* it allows more interaction between performer and 
audience. 
* It allows passers-by (besides the audience in the 
auditorium) to watch the performance. 
* It is a nice, practising place for amateur performer. 
* It allows audience to enjoy the nearby scenery as 
well as the performance. 
* It sometimes provide other functions besides the-
atrical performance. E.g. Skating Rink in an open 
air-theatre. 
nieraciion Detween 
former & audience 
Amateur pei l rtoi 
performing 
Place c Of performing 
Passers-by taking part in 
watching performance 
Enjoy nearby scenery as 
we« as performance at the 
same time 
Place of playing roller 
skating, an example of 
other usage for a open-air 
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INTRODUCTION ROBIN WONG 
1-2 Morse Park Theatre 
There is an Open-Air Theatre in Morse Park IV in 
Wong Tai Sin District. It have never been changed, 
even though the nearby environment have been 
changed a lot. When I was a child, the Morse Park 
liked the spiritual centre for the nearby estates in 
my heart. Enjoying the green, jogging on tree-shaded 
paths, chatting with your friends on grassland or play-
ing a ball game after a day of study were wonderful 
things to me. 
There is a lonely theatre, she seems not belonging 
to the place with only 3 or 4 times used in year for 
holding some festival carnivals. She has been to-
tally isolated from the surroundings. Tennis courts, 
skating rink, children playground , grassland and 
trees do not say anything to her. The landscape 
design do not help people to used to know her more. 
If there is a chance to restart, what she would look? 
What she would act? What her surrounding would 
be? 
Would more people come and visit more frequently? 
Would a Cultural Place be established here for that 
district or whole Eastern Kowloon area? 
Would an interesting architecture be made that is 
integrated to the nearby landscape and movable in 
itself to suit different functions: outdoor programmes 
like festival carnivals or indoor performance? 
Wong Tai Sin urban fabrics in 1990s 
Wong Tai Sin urban fabrics in 1970s 
Morse Park Theatre 
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Legend for the existing park facilities 
Moise Open-air Theatre 8. Skating Rink 
_ 9. Pedestrian Entry Point .Pavilion 





10. Vehicular Entry Point 
11. Administrative Building 
12. Squash Court 
13. Quiet Amenity Zone 
14. Bridge linking to Tung Tau Estate 
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Different Facilities are listed below: (Locations 
should be referred to the previous plan) 
"4 i^r ‘ “ 
Morse Open-air Theatre (Right) and 2. Pavilion (Left) Tennis Court (Right, Front), 4. Children Playground (Left) 
and 5. Refreshment Kiosk (Right, Back) 
it — s 
Lavatory, 7. Tennis Court (Both on the left side of Morse 
Park Theatre) Skating Rink 
11. Administrative Building 14. Bridge linking the park(left) to Tung Tau Estate (Right) 
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The entrances lack sense of welcoming. (Make the entrance 
of stand facing the main entrance of thepark.) Small stage limits the performance to very small scale. {Pro-vide larger stage, side stages and put closer the stand to the 
stag©.) 
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Existing Problems of the Theatre & (Suggested Solutions) 
Open-air typed theatre limits the use to sunny, cool dry au-
tumn days. (Provide with a roof or more, a convertible roof) The theatre provides insufficient changing room and rehearsal facilities (Provide with more backstage facilities) 
Part of the stand is not used (Re-establish the forms of stage 
and auditorium and their relationship) Seating arrangement makes front rows blocking the view of back rows (Adopt the high stage, low/flat 
Scate 1*2500 
Site Geometry and Boundary of the Site, • O 
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1-4 Project Nature 
1i41 Pr9i?9t N^mft 
Transfromation of Morse Theatre 
(Morse Theatre Park Redevelopment) 
1.42 Site informatinn 
Site Location: Morse Park IV, Wong Tai Sin. 
Site Area: 36000 m^ 
Class of Site: C 
Height Limit: 36m 
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1.43 Design O h — _ 
* is to alter the layout of the theatre to make the 
theatre to be used more frequency. 
* It is to solve the existing problems. 
* It is to make necessary changes to the park 
design to the theatre. 
1.44 Main Tasks 
* A new stage and stand relationship and a convert-
ible roof system for these front stage parts. 
* New Backstage (Supporting Facilities) Building. 
* Landscape Adjustment. (Landscape design). 
Chief Client: The Urban Council-
* Recreation Select Committee (Park) 
* Culture Select Committee (Theatre) 
* Capital works Select Committee 
(Project Management) 
Management Client: Urban Services Department 
End User as Clients (Besides Official Client)-
* Park User Group - residents of estates 
* Theatre User Group - Performer and 
Audience 
The main client, urban council would like to rede-
velop some of the old parks in the urban area and 
let each district has her distinctive park. Morse park 
in Wong Tai Sin is chosen as one of them. 
At the same time, the Urban Council is demanding 
a site for building one 800 seated theatre in Eastern 
Kowloon. Morse Park IV with the preponderance of 
having an old open-air theatre would be a good base 
to start with. 
This final project is a redevelopment proposal of 
Morse Park IV. It aims to develop a place for per-
forming art and leisure activities in the district and 
Eastern Kowloon side. 
The Urban Council organized a total of 306 per-
formances a year (1994-95) in different performance 
place and 225 entertainment programmes were 
staged at the same year in parks, playgrounds com-
munity halls and community art centres in the ur-
ban areas. 
Diagramatic Summary of Main Tasks 
Main Task: Provide new stage and stand setting 
Rehearsal Room Workshop 
Performer Lounge 
Dressing Room? 
Office & Meeting Room? 
Shower Room & ToHet 
Store Room 
Backstage Facilities Building 
Main task: Provide new building for baskstage facilities 
_ — 
Wain task: Adjust the whole master plan layout (landscape 
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Office / Meeting I 
^ ^ 
Shower Room 




Stage & Stage Lighting Loading to theatre 
Auditorium Fixed & Movable Seating 
2-1 Subject Analysis 
2.11 Main T 
* Provide new stage and stand setting 
* Provide a new building for backstage facilities. 
* Adjust the whole master plan layout (landscaping 
design of the whole park. 
2.12 Programme Units for fhe Pa 
Entertainment Facilties: (redesigning or 
relocating) 
* Refreshment Kiosk 
* Table Tennis Table 
* Tai Chi Area 
* Children Playground 
* Skating Rink 
Supporting Facilities: (relocating or providing) 
* Toilets- male, female and Handicapped. 
* Bridge connecting to the Morse park III. 
2.13 Programme Units for th^ Th _ 
Stage (Front Stage Facilities) 
* Stage Lighting 
* Access for loading 
Auditorium (Front Stage Facilities) 
* Multi-functional arena 
* Fixed and Movable Seating 
* Convertible Roof Structure 
* Gathering Lobby 
* Escape Routes 
* Toilets for Audience 
Back Stage Facilities 
* Loading Area 
* Workshop and Storage 
* Dressing Room 
* Rehearsal Room 
* Green Room I Performer Lounge 
* Office Area and Meeting Area 
* Shower Room / Toilets 
* Control Room 
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2.14 PrecedPnt 
There are several percedent studies for that park 
theatre project. The first two precedents have given 
the idea of what kind of spaces and their relation-
ships and sizes in a theatre. From the third to sev-
enth, they have given the information of form, ma-
terial and interior spces. 
Precedent Study 1: Kirishima International Con-
cert Hall, Maki and Associates, Makizono-town, 
Kogoshima. 1994. 
* Site Area: 44280 m^ 
* Building Area: 3150 m^ 
* Total Floor Area: 4847 m^ 
* No. of floors: 2 floors above ground, 1 floor below 
ground. 
* Structre: Reinforced concrete structure 
* The concert hall: 
-Seating Capacity: 770 
-Wheelchair space: 8 
-Audience / Stage format: modified shoebox 
(leaf) type 
-Stage dimensions 17m X 9m 
Top view of the building, It likes a boat moving in the and-
scaping 
View of the building from the side of audience foyer 
Section of the hall (top), Ground Floor Plan (middle) and First 
Floor Plan (bottom) Axonometric view of the concert hall 
10 
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Precedent Study 2: Symphony Garden, Shin 
Takamatsu Architect & Associates, Sakai-minato 
City 
* Site Area: 15604 m^ 
* Building Area: 2227 m^ 
* Total Floor Area: 2649 m^ 
* No. of floors: 2 floors above ground, 1 floor below 
ground. 
* Structre: Reinforced concrete structure 
* The concert hall: 
-Seating Capacity: 400 
-Wheelchair space: 4 
-Audience / Stage format: open trust 
-Stage dimensions 20m X 8m 
immmiMl! I J liiinim 
First Floor Plan (top) and Ground Floor Plan (bottom) 
View of the building from the side of artificial pool 
View of the Building from the side of pool and foyer. 
Axonometric view of the building complex 
11 
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•Munich Ice Rink has a saddle tensile structure 
and arch top skylights. 
• Yale Hockey Rink, with similiar saddle structure 
but in reinforced concrete structure with well defined en-
trances on 2 skies. 
12 
Precedent Study 3: Munich Ice Rink, Munich, 
1972. 
Precedent Study 4: David S. Ingalls Hockey Rink. 
Yale, Eero Saarinen and Associates, Yale 
Unversity, 1958. 
Precedent Study 5: Laboratories for M&G 
Ricerche Samyn et Associes Vanafro Italy, 
1992. 
Precedent Study 6: Royal Exchange Theatre 
Levitt Bernstein Associates, Mancheater, 1973. 
Precedent Study 7: Olympic Arenas in Tokyo-
Yoyogi, Kenzo Tange Tokyo, 1964. 
x^ '.'lfc.vJfJJ- . … . _ 
This laboratory has an membrane structure en-
closing an internal environment 
The theatre is made of steel element to form an 
theatre with a temporary look. 
Precedent - 7 The building has an interesting form and won-
derful interiors-
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^•15 Technical Issue of n —nino Thpafr^ 
Type of Stage (Basically can be classified into:) 
Proscenium type stage (stage can be 
totally enclosed) Open Thrust type stage (stage is wholly or partly open) Arena type stage (stage is surrounded by audience) 




“ • c 
High stage, Low Auditorium Format, 
traditionally used at flat site. Low Stage, High Auditorium Format, traditionally at hillside site. Combined Format, frequently modem design. 
wm 
stage 








Fan shaped auditorium with 
open thrust stage, acoustically 
ideal for speech. 
Semi-circular auditorium with 
poscenium or open thrust 
Circular auditorium with arena Rectanglar auditorium with 
open thrust or proscenium 
stage, ideal for musicals 
Square or rectar 
show 
Square or rectangular audito-
rium with open stage 
Composite shaped auditorium 
with open thrust stage, com-
mon for modem theatre 
Egg or Oval shaped theatre with 
open thrust stage 
13 





Avoid very long 
seats, maximum 7 seats to an 
aisle 
In Liahtinn 
Central seating arrangement 
contains the best viewing po-
sitions and aisle should be 
large enough for 
pass through 
At least 1 emergency exit per 
100 audience and minimum of 
2 per theatre in opposite ends 
be provided. 
Fire retarding carpet, uphol-
stery material, sprinkler sys-
tem and fire extinguishers 
should be provided 
Arrange the seats so that au-
dience can see past audience 
in front of them 
Provide enough space be-
tween seats to minimize an-
noyance to each other 
Whenever there are both 
main floor and balcony ob-
servers, fairly treat them with 
comfortable view 
Create straight aisles rather 








stage Main Floor 
Audience 
Provide ambient illumination 
for audience and backstage 
to allow audience to read pro-
gramme leaflet 
Provide aisle illumination 
when the main house lights 
Provide emergency lights Provide floodlights, foot-
lights, spotlights, overhead 
stage lights and special ef-
fects stage lights 
Sound should be as natural 
as possible, microphone (po-
sition of speaker) and loud-
speaker should be in same 
direction to the audience 
Introduce beneficial reflec-
tions from the ceiling. Sound 
is more efficiently transmitted 
A separate air-conditioning 
system may forthe stage area 
where heat from special light-
ing can be dispersed. 
Air-conditioning from the 
seating directly to the audi-
ence is the new trend today 
14 
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Theatre Design Guidelines 










PROJECT ANALYSIS ROBIN WONG 
Possible Convertible Roof Format for Theatre 
The following table is quoted from the book of IL5 
Convertible Roof by Frei Otto, 1972. which give a 
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suspension 
High point supports 
Convertible Tensile Structure 
Movable Tensile structure basically should consist 
of 5 parts: 
* Memebrane 
-Usually tensile roof is made of Polyester or 
glass fabrics materials with PVC coatings. 
* High Support Structure 
-Whether the membrane is moved from top 
to bottom or bottom to top, there should have 
a gradient for draining water. 
-Whether it is movable or not, it is very cruical 
to decide what kind of high point for the struc 
ture and it directly defines the form of build 
ing. (top right) 
-There are 3 basic variations: 
i- Suspension from structural surfece 
ii Masts, whether it is external, internal or 
flying 
iii Arch support 
* Tractor 
- A device rides on the track and carries the 
membrane to move up and down, It can be 
moved by electric motor or pulleys. 
Track 
- In form of rod, cable or steel beams for trac 
tor to move along. 
’End anchor 
-Another point of support besides high point 
support. 
A movable basket stores 
the folded membrane 
Tractor carries membrane 
moving downwards 
High point support for Tensile structure 
Tracts as cables connect 
to the high point support 
High point support and 
low point support (ring) 
Different parts of convertible tensile structure 
16 
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2.2 Site / Context Ana/ysi 
2.21 Site Infornruif— 
* Site Location: Morse Park IV Wong Tai Sin. 
* Site Area 36000 rrf 
* Class of Site: C 
* Height Limit: 36m 
* Zoning in Outline Zoning Plan: Open Spaces 
Location of Morse Park IV in Hong Kong 
Aerial Photo of the Morse Park and Nearby District 
17 
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I 
Mode View of the Site from the true South 
18 
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Site Circulation Routes 
Weather Conditions 
Site Openess & Greenery 
1 
Site Boundary & Zonings Site Axes & Focus 
Site context in six aspects 
19 
Scale 1:4000 
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2.22 Site Hi •nrv 
Before 1960s: 
Originally, the district was a rural area with several 
villages for growing rice and vegetable. 
1960 -1970: 
Land was acquired by the government to develop 
public housing - the Mark I & II Tstories blocks. The 
former open space for Morse Park was reserved. 
1970 -1980: 
Morse Park I II, III & IV were built in early 1970s. 
The theatre was built also. 
1980 -1990: 
The MTR stations, Wong Tai Sin & Lok Fu stations 
were built. The renewal programme were started at 
the same time. Old Mark I & II housing block is re-
placed by high H-Blocks, Tridents and Harmonies. 
Morse Theatre Park was renewed with the construc-
tion of tennis courts and squash courts. 
2.23 Site and Use Analv^i^ 
Existing Characteristics: 
* Park elevates from the nearby roads. 
* Grades bascially flat (only 3-4m Max. Difference). 
* Low historic significance. 
* Important recreation area in the district. 
* Layout designed for circulation from one end to 
another end. 
Adjacent land Use: 
North - Morse park III: Separated by the Fung Mo 
Street, elevated form the road. 
East - Tung Tau Estate: Public housing of 12-story 
linear blocks and 36-story y-shaped blocks. 
South - Hill area: Bishop Ford Memorial School, 
Pui Man Village and Cemetery. 
West - Lok Fu MTR station, Lok Fu Estate and Lok 
Fu Park. 
Lower Wong Tai Sin 
Park m 




Sketch of the relative position of each district 
View of Fung Mo Street, on the right is Morse Park III and on 
the left is Morse Park IV 
Ilk" 
n R< 
park & the Tung Tau E 
View of Tung Tau Tsue  oad, 
the 
bridge over there 
state 
View of the Morse Park and the hill lying on the south 
View of the Park In front and Lok Fu Estate at the back 
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Transformation of Morse Park Theatre 
21 
Design Report, Summer 1997 
Dense trees on the boundary and central glassiand 
Typical Layout - concrete screeding paving and brick kerb 
and metal bar fencing 
Typical socHum bulb lighting for the park, special spot 
lighting can be found in the tennis court and theatre area. 
2.24 Site F p — p , 
The main study is to look at different elements 






Typical wooden bench and concrete bench found in 
park 
Chess playing table and the seats in the pavilion, the only 
rain-shelter in the park. Most of the park are shaded by 
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2.2S Ciimatir. • 
Temperature: 
The site would have the temperature lower than 
normal in both summer and winter. The tempera-
ture of Hong Kong is listed below: 
* Summer 
Surrounded by the trees, shaded by the low hill in 
the southwest, the park is shaded in the late after-
noon. 
* Winter 
Most of afternoon sunlight would be blocked by the 
hill in the southwest side. 
The park is more exposed to the northeast wind as 
no close building on that side and it is elevated from 
the roads, the site seems to be more windy. 
Humidity: 
The place tend to be drier because it is not close to 
the sea, without lake and river nearby and exposing 
to east wind. However in general speaking, people 
would feel the humidity is too high in Hong Kong in 
spring and summer. 
Wind: 
Winter-northeast wind 
Summer- southeast or southwest wind. 
Solar Exposure: 
Generally speaking, the existing theatre would be 
exposed directly to the sunlight form 9:00 am to 4:00 
pm. Sunlight in the early morning would be shaded 
by tall blocks of Tung Tau Estate and sunlight in late 
afternoon would be shaded by the cemetery hill. 
Precipitation: 
Mean Annual Rainfall of the Morse park area is 
around 2000 mm. About 80% of rain falls between 
May and September. 
Winter climatic conditions 
Summer climatic conditions 
Month Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
Mean High (°C) 
Temperature 18 oc 19 C 22 C 25 C 27 °C 30 oc 32 °C 31 C 30 °C 28 C 25 oc 20 C 
Mean Low ( 
Temperature 12 C 12 oc 16 oc 18 oc 22 C 25 °C 26 C 27 C 25 °C 23 C 190c 15 °C 
Mean (mm) 
Rainfall 27 42 55 140 298 432 317 413 320 121 35 25 
Mean Relative 
Humidity (%) 70% 77% 83% 83% 85% 84% 81% 83% 79% 72% 69% 69% 
Normal Wind 
Direction NE NEE NEE E E E SW SEE SEE E E NE 
Summary of the climatic conditions of Hong Kong (1950-1996) 
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2.26 Environmental Issup 
Topography: 
Morse Park III and Morse park IV like plateaus 
elevated from the roads (Tung Tau Tsuen Road and 
Fung Mo Street). The relief is moving down form 
the cemetery hill to the park plateau and then to the 
road. 
Geology: 
The site is supposed to be underlain a granite low 
hill formerly with only a thin soil layer covered. 
Simple swallow foundation can fit for small building 
here. 
Air Quality: 
It is always good as: 
It is far from the industrial area 
It is elevated from the road with dense vegetation 
as a shield, there is no direct effect from exhaust air 
of the vehicles. 
It is exposed to wind. 
Noise: 
Noise level about 45-60 dB, noise mainly come from 
the vehicles of the roads below. Luckily the park is 
elevated from the roads and the nearby estates are 
not very close, the noise nuisance is nearly none. 
View: 
The park is decided for inward looking! Thus dense 
trees are planted on the perimeters and outsiders 
would look at the park as a forest. Looking from the 
centre of the park, you will only see the estate blocks 




Park IV Fung Mo Street 
Trees on the boundary of the park dilute the exhausted air 
from the vehicles running along the road 
Morse Park IV 
Noise level can be reduced as the park elevate from the road 
Park elevates from the roads 
Air quality is improved and Noise level is reduced as the park 
is elevated from the roads. 
The park surrounds by dense trees 
24 
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2.27 Access and Transnortation Issue 
Bicycle, Roller and Skateboards: 
The Bicycle - Although it is stated in the regulation 
of the park that bicycle is not allowed to get in, some 
children still bring their bicycles here and treat the 
circular path outside the theatre as a racing ground. 
There is a Roller Skating Rink and the rollers rent-
ing office in the park. Regulation says roller skaters 
can be played only in the rinks but some players 
just move out of it. 
Pedestrians: 
Basically local residents would directly walk from 
nearby estates (Lower Wong Tai Sin Estate, Lok Fu 
Estate, Tung Tau Estate, Mei Tung Estate, Kowloon 
City and San Po Kwong to the park. There are bus 
stops and minibus stops in the roads near the park 
and outsiders can come here from Lok Fu MTR sta-
tion but the path is not very obvious. Their routes 
and circulation are shown in. 
Vehicles: 
Private Cars - without any public car park nearby, 
they would stop right next to the Lok Fu Housing 
Authority Stuff Quarter. 
Performing Group Lorry and Van - carrying all the 
necessaries of the performance or performers or 
carrying artists to the theatre. They would drive into 
the park and stop besides the theatre. 
Garbage Truck carrying out all the garbage gener-
ated from the park. They will stop in the entrance of 
the park (Heng Lam Street.) 
Skating Rink 
Typical Pedestrian Entry from the road level 
Vehicular Entry, Also the Main Entry of the Park 
Key Plan 
25 
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2.28 Utilitv lssye 
Water Supply: 
Fresh Water Supply - connect form Tung Tau Tsuen 
Road to lavatory, changing room and water taps in 
planter area. 
Flush Water Supply -connect from Tung Tau Tsuen 
Road. 
Site Drainage: 
Rain Water Drainage - Through surface drainage 
channels to collect rain water and discharge to drains 
in Tung Tau Tsuen Road and Fung Mo Street. 
Soil Pipe - Also through pipes discharge to main 
pipe in Tung Tau Tsuen Road. 
Fire Services: 
There are Fire Service Inlets and hydrants find in 
the park or outside the park but not so sufficient for 
future use. 
Electricity: 
lt is mainly supply for the lighting like flood lighting 
for tennis court and theatre, fluorescence lighting 
for office and lavatories and sodium lamp lighting 
for the whole park. Partly is supplied for Mechani-
cal Systems of the buildings. (e.g. Air Conditioning) 
The Electric Cables are laid under the grassland 
and planter area. 
Telephone Cables: 
Similar to Electrical Wires. lt is laid under the path. 
Coal Gas: 
Also available from the Tung Tau Tsuen Road. 
Morse Park IV: Transformation of Morse Park Theatre 
Surface drainage channel and drain inside the park 
Surface drainage channel in the slope. 
Water hydrant near the park. 
Cables found under glassland edge to the concrete path 
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2.3 Client/User Analysis 
2.31 CImnf lnfrnri, ,^tj^n 
The Client Profile of the Morse Theatre Park can be 
classified as following: 
Main Client - Urban Council 
Management Client - Urban Services Department 
Besides the official clients, user are also treated as 
clients: 
Park User Group • Residents of estates. 
Theatre User Group- Performer and Audience. 
The Main Client - Urban Council: 
Urban Council is a government body responsible 
for promoting recreation, sports and cultural activi-
ties in Hong Kong urban community (including Hong 
Kong Island and Kowloon). They believe organiz-
ing leisure activities and buildings games halls, 
pitches swimming pools, parks, cultural centres, 
museums, libraries and other recreational facilities 
can be enhanced the quality of life. 
A lot of entertainment programmes were staged at 
the same year in parks, playgrounds, community 
halls and community art centres in the urban areas. 
These programmes, most of which were free, were 
attended by a lot of residents nearby. Spring Lan-
tern Festival, Summer Fun Festival, Mid-Autumn 
Lantern Carnival, Christmas Carnival and New Year 
Eve Family Fun Carnival are some of the main 
events happening in the parks. 
The Mission of Client: 
The client would like to rebuild the theatre, rear-
range the circulation route and design the landscape 
to bring more people using the park and the thea-
tre. The Culture Select Committee from urban coun-
cil is promoting 5 kinds of performing art in Hong 
Kong. However, the future Morse Theatre would 
focus on providing a performing and learning place 
for theatre, dance and Cantonese Opera. This deci-
sion is according to the need of the Wong Tai Sin 
Community and the analysis of development po-
tential. 
Management Client - Urban Services Depart-
ment: 
The Urban Services Department (USD) is the gov-
ernment department responsible for the manage-
ment all the recreational sports and cultural facili-
ties of Hong Kong. Theatres and Parks are covered. 
There would be some staff would stay in the office 
like booking office staff and some always working 
outdoors like maintenance staff and gardener. 
5 kinds of performing Art Promoting in Hong Kong. 3 kinds of 
JJiem would be specifically promoted in that Community Thea-
27 
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2.32 User int rnr i„r t inn 
User Activities Follow the Zoning: 
The Physical setting of the space would directly af-
fecting the activities of the users in the space. The 
Morse Theatre park has several identified zones. 
Zone A - Passive Open Space (More Exposed) 
Zone B - Skating Rink Area 
Zone C - Passive Open Space (Hidden) 
Zone D - Children Playground 
Zone E - Pavilion and Theatre 
Zone F - Tennis Court and Office 
Zone G - Circulation Route 
The identified zones for activities research 
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The Park User: 
There are residents of nearby estates: 
* Lower Wong Tai Sin Estate 
* Tung Tau Estate 
* Mei Tung Estate 
* Wan Tau Horn Estate 
* Lok Fu Estate 
There is no age limit for using parks but several 




Tis is Pl3y6r 
(Not specific, age around 15^0) 
Active Playing Children 
(Age 6-15) 
Young Families 
(Parents at 30-40) 




(Age 15-30) \/ 
Using Frequency of User in descending order for existing park 
Characteristics Park User Activities: 
There are some park user activities found. 
* Tai Chi Playing 
* Roller Skating 
* Playing in the Children Playground 
* Table Tennis Playing 
* Tennis Playing 
* Chatting in group 
* Newspaper Reading 
* Chess / Card Game Playing 
* Resting 
* Jogging 
Tai Chi exercise done in the skating rink in group in early 
morning (Zone B) 
Tai Chi exercise done in the open space of the park in large 
group In early morning. (Zone A) 
Bird cages is being hung on the tree branches and the 
are chatting. (Zone A) 
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Elderly men or middle a 
ting inside the pavilion (Zone E) playing chess and chat-
Large Shading Trees form a nice space for chatting and read-
ing newspaper. (Zone C) 
Children are playing Table Tennis near the Pavilion. (Zone E) 
Young Families, father or mother or both bring their kids to 
the playground in holiday afternoon. (Zone E) 
s 
Children in Skating Rink in weekend afternoon (Zone B) 
Sometimes children treat the theatre as playground in holi-
day afternoon (Zone E) 
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Sitting and Eating in the 
foyer 
Asking Services from 
information and cloakroom 
Waiting for entry to the 
auditorium In the foyer 
Exiting 
Activities of the Audience 
Gathering at entrance area Socializing in the lobby / 
foyer 
Watching Promotion 
Materials in the lobby / foyer 
Buying Tickets in the Box 
office 
Watching Performance 
Getting back items from 
cloakroom 
Theatre User - Audience: 
Although the theatre is said to be usable by all Hong 
Kong citizens. It is believed that most audiences 
are come from Wong Tai Sin districts or East 
Kowloon. Within the Wong Tai Sin district, 3 types 
of audiences should be more: 
* Housewives 
* derly 
* Children (age 6-15) 
The park would hold 3 or more festival Carnivals 
held every year as: 
* Lantern Festival Show 
* Summer Holiday Fun Carnival 
* Mid-Autumn Festival Carnival 
There may be Christmas show, New Year shows. 
IN these kinds of carnivals, most of them are held 
by Urban Council with the support of the commu-
nity body of the estates, thousands of audience 
would be come from the nearby estates. Children, 
derly and young families are typical audience. 
Loud music, Cantonese opera will be played. 
Audience Activity Study: 
Probably their activities in general theatres are: 
* Parking the Car (Optional) 
* Gathering at the lobby / entrance of the theatre 
* Waiting and Socializing in the lobby / foyer. 
* Chatting, Sitting, eating in the lobby / foyer. 
* Looking to Programme Boards or televisions in 
the lobby / foyer. 
* Consulting the information or handling any items 
to cloakroom for storage in the lobby / foyer. 
* Buying Tickets outside the boxing office. 
* Queuing into the auditorium. 
* Sitting, Watching, Listening to the performance. 
* Existing from the auditorium and getting back items 
from the cloakroom. 
* Getting back to car park. 
However, usually audience from nearby estates do 
not drive to the Morse park and Most performance 
are free of charge and Cloakroom facilities are not 
necessary to Open-Air Theatre. 
Most Audience of the Morse Park Theatre would come from 
the Wong Tai Sin Districts. 
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Hold outside meeting 
E.g. Actor 
Hold inside meeting Daily office 
Makeup Dress Costume Perform 
32 
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Daily visit to members 
Rest 





m r n W i W 
Set hair 
Chat after performance Take Shower 
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Theatre User Group - Performer and Staff: 
The performer groups would be in 3 categories: 
* District Performing Groups e.g. 
-District Cantonese Opera Councils 
-School Performing Groups 
-Youngster Performing Groups 
* Performing Groups of Whole Hong Kong e.g. 
-Theatre Performing Companies 
-Chinese Opera Performing Companies 
-Performing Groups in the Festival Carnivals 
Besides performance Group, other district associa-
tion can also make use the theatre for holding cer-
emony, conference and annual gathering ... etc. 
Performer and Staff Activity Study: 
it is expected the future use of the theatre would 
not only limited to those festival carnivals. The main 
target for this development is to provide the per-
forming place for performinmg associations found 
in the district and all over Hong Kong. The Hong 
Kong Repertory Theatre Is an example, it is under 
supervision of the Urban council Culture Select 
Committee. 
The members of the performing companies are 
listed on the right hand side. 
Working in Office .Staff 
* Art Director 
* Company Manager 
* Assistant Director 
* Assistant Company Manager 
* 3 Vice Managers 
* 2 Clerks 
Working in Front Stage 
* 4 Senior Actors / Actresses 
* 15 Actors / Actresses 
Working in Backstage 
* Technology Director 
* Stage Director 
* 2 Executive Stage Directors 
* Assistant Stage Director 
Working in Back Stage and in Dressing / Costume 
room 
* Costume Staff 
* Haidresser and Costume 
* Dressing Assistant 
Working in particular room 
* 3 Background Scene Production team 
* 3 Technicisns 
Activity Study for the Staff in the Group: 
E.g. Company Manager 
M 
m1 m 
Direct rehearsal Supervise stage setting 
E.g. Hairdresser and Costume 
m 
M E 
Move Costume to theatre Put costume in order 
E.g. Stage Scenes production Team 
1 
J i 
^ m—w 1 
Move items in 
E.g. Technicians 
Make stage parts 
props 
Move equipment in 
E.g. Office Worker 
Set up euipment 
Hold performance 
meeting 
Hold inside meeting Supervise performance 
. V 
w " (tilm\N\\v 
Hair setting 
m 
Helping actors dressing 
up 
Help Performers putting 
off costume 
Set up scene Put back material in Move items out 
order 
Discuss with Stage 
Director 
I'tin iimn f 
•M (IIIH 
"…'lUU. 
Check eqipment daily 
r z i 
m i tn 
Sit in panel during 
performance 
Answer questions Handle booking Daily office work 
Sketches showing different members having different activies 
6 S I 0 r 1 - m L "mimjtfcwwwl 
Update schedule Arrange diaplay 
materials 
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? P^ttfims 
The frequent user would come from the district 







1996 180,000* (*- estimated) 
The population shows great decrease from 1971 to 
1986 due to Improvement of housing and renewal. 
After that the population gradually increase. 
Age Group: 
The age group (depend on different estates): 
Age Proportion per 100 people 
0-16 18-20 
17-64 68-72 




The truth lies behind the figures: 
* increase in proportion of elderly people 
* Keeping constant is the proportion of children, 
increase in no. of immigrants from China 
compensates the decrease of birth rate. 
* Many women are housewives rather that working 
outside. 
Resident Profile: 
The district community is composed by public hous-
ing with these characteristics: 
* More than 90% living in public housing (very high 
figure). 
* About 3.6 resident per housing flat. 
* About 3-4 % of people having received tertiary 
education (lower than normal). 
* Most of them have linkages with their home towns 
in Guangdong. 
Culture of Community: 
* Community starts with small families 
* Friendly inter-neighbourhood relationships 
* Resident groups with same hometowns 
* Housing Block Committee is very common in the 
estates. 
* A lot of other small local groups for cultural and 
social activities. 
Wong Tai Sin Temple and Chinese religious image in (Upper 
Wong Tai Sin Estate). Chinese Temple image and religious 
rite extend from Wong Tai Sin temple to daily life of residents. 
Tall estate blocks and modern Chinese garden type open 
space in lower Wong Tai Sin Estate. Tall building form and 
ground level large open space is the basic spatial form of 
the estates. 
Fresh product market place, a place of socializing for 
housewives In Lok Fu Estate. Sense of gathering appears 
everywhere in estates. These spaces would be occupied by 
certain type of people within some peak periods. 
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2.34 Functional Qraani^atin^ 
The Bibb e Diagram: 
the following diagram is the result of the analyzing 
the spatial needs of the clients and the studies of 
the precedents: 
The following spaces are suggested to put into the 
theatre and they are diectly classified as 2 types: 
Front part and Backstage. 
Front Part 
* Lobby / Foyer 
* Administative office 
* Information Counter 




* Rehearsal Room 
* Costumes / Dressing Room 
* Performer and Staff Toilet 
* Green Room 
* Pantry 
* Workshop 
* Delivery Entrance 
* Exhibition / information centre 
* Control Room 
* Office 




Bubble Diagram showing the space 
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The Schedule of Accomodation: 
Area Functional Desciption Size/m' Environmental Qualities 
Outdoor Entrance Plaza 
=Lobby in traditional 
theatre 
Tranisitlon Space from the 
park to the auditorium, 
place for waiting people 
700 With indicating sign, adjacent to 
the foyer, easy to find from the 
outside 
Foyer Chatting and socializing 
place for 200 people wait-
ing to get into the audito-
rium 
200 Can mix with the lobby area and ad-
jacent ot the auditorium 
Administrative Office Office Space for 10 staff. 70 With external view 
Information Centre Place to answer inquiries 
from the audience, selling 
tickets 
70 With counter, reading area and dis-
play area. 
Audience Toilet Toilet for audience or staff 5 0 X 2 Adjacent to foyer and the auditorium. 
Auditorium Audience stand/ 
Sitting area 
1000 Flexible seat arrangement for differ-
ent scales of performance. 
Stage Performing place 165 Can be enlarged and reduced in size 
according to no. of seats provided. 
Area Functional Description Size/m' Environmental Qualities 
Side Stage Space for backing up the 
stage, for temporary stor-
age of materials and wait-
ing area for performers. 
7 0 X 2 Right next to the stage 




Separate from workshop area and 
also with acoustic control for muscial 
rehearsal and mirror for dance re-
hearsal. 
Costumes / Dressing 
Room 
For making up, changing 
and storing costume 
120,can split 
up into smalt 
units. 
Near to toilet, with make-up tables 
and wardrobes and wash basins. 
Green Room + Pantry 
(Performer Lounge) 
For resting / chatting 
among performers 
80 Next to the costume, rehearsal room 
Performer and Staff 
Toilets / shower room 
For taking shower 30 
Workshop For making theatre scene 
and props 
40 Separate from other quiet spaces. 
Delivery Entrance Entrance for equipment 2-2.5m wide Next to parking area and separated 
with the audience entrance. 
Control Room Controlling light, sound of 
the theatre 
15 Visually connect to the stage 
Storage Room Storing musical instru-
ments and other 5:it. Iff 
60 
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3.1 Process Description 






Remembering a theatre 
nearby 
Q 
That theatre is rarely 
used 
Getting approval from 
instructor 
~ m 
e m " 
Library researching Chatting with user Chatting with officials Precendent study 
Site visits and 
observation 
Giving options Defining possible 
scheme 
Modifying scheme 
up to final design 
Doing presentation 


















Block is too bulky, 
Form Is too rigid and 
not related to the 
site. 




Changing fror?^ ^ 
rigid box form to 
tentsile structure, 
more suitable form 
^nsidethe park 
Critics: The arch 











/sViIv :• :....• 
Open Thrust Stage Arena Stage 
-Movable Seating Area, F=Fixed Seating Area 
rr» 
_ 
s I y 
_ 
Retain existing theatre size or footprint as it also accomodate 
1000 audience 
The auditorium has a large central arena that able to provide 
movable seating arrangement for open thrust and arena stage 
format 
The Saddle-shaped tensile structure is used as no column 
inside the covered auditorium. 
P.R. 3 (in Goal 2) 
The Stage should be large enough for Play, Music 
and Dance performances (at least 15m X 12m) and 
provide with side stages for temporary storage. 
P.R. 4 (in Goal 2) 
A backstage facility building should be built right 
next to the stage and provide with direct access to 
the stage. 
P.R. 5 (in Goal 3) 
A bridge should be built between Morse Park n and 
Morse Park IV, the Th^tre Park. Since these 2 parks 
are elevated from the road separating the 2 parks 







Retain the footprint 
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3.2 Design Criteria 
Basically it is modified along the design stages. The 
final design in the design process follow the design 
criteria listed below 
3.21 Missions 
The Client, Urban Council, would like to redevelop 
the existing Morse Park Theatre to accommodate 
about 1000 audience in maximum and increase the 
usage frequency of the park and the theatre. 
3.22 Goals : 
Goal 1 
The Theatre should make audience to use and stay 
more comfortably in watching performances of dif-
ferent kinds in different scales like Play, Music and 
Dance. 
Goal 2 
The Theatre should provide backstage supporting 
facilities for performers enjoying practising, gather-
ing and performing there. 
Goal 3 
The Theatre should able to be entered to and left 
out with clear circulation flow and nice walkway. 
Goal 4 
The Theatre should be in harmony with the nearby 
facilities in terms of landscaping design. 
3_23 Performance Requirements & Concepts: 
P.R. 1 (Goal 1) 
The Theatre should allow 1000 audience to watch 
performance in either Open Thrust or Arena Stage 
Format. 
P.R. 2 
The Theatre should allow audience to watch many 
performances all year round, even though in rainy, 
windy and sweaty days. 
r , / / , / 
/ / ' / / ‘ ‘ V -
J “ 
• L 
Open-air Theatre Roof Closed in Bad f 
Weather \ 
oof Closed in Good 
'Veather 
Convertible Roof should be used. When it is closed, it can 
provide indoor performance. When it is open, it can provide 




The Stage is set at the lowest point of the park that most parts 
of the site can seethe performances. 
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P.R. 6 (in Goal 3) 
The auditorium should have clear entrances that 
enabling audience to recognize. 
[Theatre I 
Entranp J 
The Bridge arch form is 
used as high point support Let the main entrance of the theatre facing the entrance 
of the park. 
P.R. 7 (in Goal 3) 
The main delivery entry should be taken away from 
the park level. 
At park level, provide a 
loading area right next to 
the stage for large scene 
delivery. 
• provide a fre-
quently used delivery area 
for several trucks. 
P.R. 8 (in Goal 3) 
The Entrance Plaza to the main theatre entrance 
should provide a sense of gathering and socializing 
before enter the auditorium. 
Park 
Entrance Plaza 
A Circular plaza should be made between the entrance of the 
park and the entrance of the theatre and organize the circula-
tion flow of the park 
Water feature should be put into the centre of the circular 
plaza and use trees and paving to define the boundary. 
P.R. 9 (in Goal 4) 
The Theatre should also be an object to provide 
landscape interest 
Let the theatre be the focus 
of the park and other park 
elements should follow it to 
change 
Walk-up, stepping, ai 
landscaped roof of tl 
backstage building pr 
vides physical interest 
the park users. 
P.R. 10 (in Goal 4) 
The existing trees and grasslands should be retained 
as many as possible. 
P.R. 11 (in Goal 4) 
The Theatre building should not be a bulky mass 
that obstructing pleasant long views across corners 
of the parks. 
Tensile structure is used for 
the theatre as it as a com-
paratively soft look which is 
quite suitable for the park. 
proportions of the 
theatre are submerged to 
the ground to let the build-
ing look smaller in mass. 
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3.3 Design Stages 
.31 Stage 1 - Preliminaiv Concepts & Design 
In that stage, I tried to have a dramatic changes to 
the park by totally ignoring the original position of 
the existing theatre. 
Option 1(The Morse Amphitheatre) - The theatre 
sits right next to the hillside as a form of a large 
amphitheatre. There is a curve line defining form 
the contour lines of the hill. The half circular shape 
of the theatre would like the extensions of the slope. 
A chain of pavilions is then built form the theatre to 
the edge of the park as a central axis. 
Option 2 • (The Flexible Community Hall) - The 
theatre has a form of typical community hall 
withoperable shutters on 3 sides, the theatre also 
has a movable floor system which different seating 
arrangement can be made. 
Option 2 was selected for further development as 
it provided more flexibility to usage. 
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mpitheatre and Chain of 
maJI Pavilions 
e theatre is better to sit riqht next to the hiMsid© as more oofenness in visualy or 
spa^ aly is preserved for the ccntre of the 
rfc but the origins! tennis courts would be 
>ved awav-
The Stope of the nearby hill is from 
southwards to north wards. There is a curve defined from the contour lines ol the hill. Th half circula- shape• the theatre would iJ^e abe extensions of the contour to the park. 
- - . . . . . - • • 
The main axis of tho park qive riij fe a desiQn of ' Chain of Paviions", These pavHions v/outd be designed to be a smaH 
auditorium place to look into certain activity 
zones, fike Ta Chi Plavinq area. Chitdrcn 
PlacG. Sittinq mere user would lik^  sittinq m 
a smal theatre lookmq to some performDnco 
of daUvlifc. 
Central Axis as "Chain of Pavilion. Keep the existmq PaviMon for Man 
O P T I O N 
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OPTION 1 M A S T E R P U N 1 :800 © 
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Kiosk, the Theatre and the Bridge, 
from the centre of the Auditorium Hall 
religious cofcmony. parties ... etc. 
Tlie Master Layout design approaches: 
1/ Separate ihe Tennis Court from the 




- — — ‘ ‘ ‘« r»‘ * • I , i .1 < i _•__ 1 •—~• 
OPTION Z M A S T E R PLAN 1 : 8 0 0 © R ^ H — ^ H 
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3.32 Stage 2 - Schematic Design 
An Modification of the Option 2 was made in that 
Schematic Design. It was based on typical indoor 
theatrical design. A purely hall image theatre was 
designed which had a clear layout of each space. 
An extended performing space in outside was made 
also. 
However, the Critics did not agree a bulky and rigid 
form theatre appearing in that park. The concept of 
having a further outdoor performing space was also 
unwelcome. 
Box Scheme model view from the east side 
Axonometric view of the Box Scheme 
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Passive Recreation Area 
Children Playground 
8. Pavilion 
9. River in the Main Path 
10. Hillside Visual Platform 
11. Park Office 
12. Changing Room/Toilet 
13. Tennis Court 
14. Squash Court 
15. Skating Rink 
16. Skater Renting Office 
17.Tai Chi Playground 
18. Car Park Entrance 
n I r ^ 
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Lift to Car Park 
Information / Cloakroom 













Fashion Show Setting 
Arena Setting 
ALTERNATIVE SEATING ARRANGMENT Scale 1:1000 






1. Entrance Lobby 
2. Lift to Ground Lobby 
3. Car Park (50 Capacity) 
4. Exit to Main Road 
BASEMENT 2 PLAN 
Scale 1:1000 
Catwalk Above Stage 
Control Room 
Catwalk Platform of Level 2 
LEVEL 3 PLAN (+14m) 
Scale 1:1000 
J 
1. Catwalk Platform Above Stage 
2. Rehearsal Room 
3. Washroom 
4. Control Room 
LEVEL 2 PLAN (+8m) 
Scale 1:1000 
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Under Orchestra Pit 
Platform Moving Devices 
BASEMENT 1 PLAN 
Scale 1:1000 
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4. Flying Batterns 
5. Under stage Storage 
6. Platform Moving Device 
7.M& E Space 
8. Outdoor Performing 
Platform 
Basement Car Parking 
Sca/e 1:500 
SECTION A-A Scaie 1:500 





Staff Circulation Delivery Entry 
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WEST ELEVATION Scale 1:500 
Audience Circulation Lighting System Air Conditioning 
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3.33 Stage 3 - Design Development 
Lecturers suggested to have a stronger relationship 
of the theatre to the park. Searching an alternative 
building form and studying of different positions for 
the theatre were the essential tasks in that stage. 
It was found that membrane structure would be more 
suitable to the park. The soft and dynamic image of 
the membrane structure would be more attractive 
than a box structure. The central arch form struc-
ture is a good high point support and column free 
large space can be made. 
It was also found that retaining the existing trees 
and maintaining the basic form of the theatre foot-
print, providing walk-up roof garden space and 
putting 2/3 of the building submerged to the ground. 
i i l M 
•*H 
Model of Tent Scheme with a convertible membrane roof 
Study model of the theatre in development process 
Study model of site in developing the new tent form 
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THEATRE 
DESIGN LEGEND 
1. Main Stage 
2. Side Stages 
3. Auditorium 
4. Entrance Lobby 





8. Control Room 
9. Chiller Plant Room 
10.A.H.U. Room 
11. Mechanical Room 
12. Pump Room 
13. Water Tank 
14. Storage Area 
15. Loading Area 
16. Delivery Entry 
17. Rehearsal Room 
18. Lobby 
19. Dressing Room 
20. Costume Store 
Room 
21. Conference Room 
22. Green Room 
23. Pantry 
24. Shower Room/ 
Toilet 
25. Janitor Closet 
26. Toilet for Audience 
UNDER-GROUND FLOOR PLAN 
Sieale t:7dO 
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AXONOMETRIC VIEW OF ROOF 
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TYPICAL SECTION OF THE FACADE WALL 
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Stomi 7HC STEEL PlATE BOUBI TO THE OMSfUh BASE 
600 mm 
SECTION OF CABLE CARRIAGE ELEVATION OF CABLE CARRIAGE 
DETAIL OF CARRIAGE 
00 300 600 mm 
ELEVATION OF LEADING CARRIAGE 
10 mn 00£ ONNBCTWe I£MM6 OnWGC TO tHOiOt ON 1HE OMUm 
6001 0 600 1000 mm 
ELEVATION OF THE BASE TOP VIEW OF THE ANCHOR 
DETAIL OF CABLE ANCHOR ON THE GROUND 
300 600 mm 
SIDE VIEW OF THE ANCHOR 
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DETAIL OF CABLE ANCHOR ON THE ARCH 
< 
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3,34 Stage 4 - Final Design 
The Critics said that the arch form from the previ-
ous stage was bulky and not elegant. A lot of mate-
rials were wasted on the cantilever portions of the 
arch. They suggest a study of the new form of arch, 
careful consideration of the details. 
In this final design, the form of bridge arch was 
adopted as two ends could define as entrances. The 
walk-up roof was changed from slope form to the 
step form and skylight was made to provide natural 
light to the basement level. 
study model of a supporting arch 
Study mode of a supporting arch 
Study model of the supporting arch and membrane roof 
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Buitding model with 1 side opened to show the interiors site presentation model view 
Building mode showing of the audience entrance Site presentation model view 
Building model showing the entrance of the stage Study model showing the typical facade 
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4. FINAL PROJECT 
(77?e following pages attached are Black & White copies of the 
presentation boards for the final presentation) 
Transformation of Morse Park Theatre Design Report, Summer 1997 
• Grades basically flat (only 3 - 4 m Max 
Difference) 
• Low historic significance 
• Important recreation arc in the district 
• Layout Designed for movement through 
Adjacent Land Use: 
• North - Morse Park III Separated by the 
Fung Mo Streol. Elevate form ihe road 
• East - Tung Tau Estate : 12 storey linear 
type slab blocks and 36 slorey Y-shaped 
blocks 
• South - Mountain Area : Bishop Ford 
Memorial School. Squatter Area of Pui 
Man Village and Cemetery 
• West - Lok Fu MTR station, Lok Fu 
Estate and Lok Fu Park 
PROJECT NATURE 
Project Name: 
Transformation of Morse Theatre 
(Morse Theatre Park Development) 
Main Tasks: 
• Provide New Stage and Stand Setting 
• Provide Building for Backstage Facilities 
• Master Plan Layout for Park and Theatre 
Client: 
• The Urban Council & 
• Urban Services Department (USD) 
User: 
• Park and Open-Aif Theatre User 
(Residents of nearby Estates) 
• Performing Groups / 
• Management Staff from USD. 
PROGRAMME UNITS 
Enlertainment Facilities: 
{redesigning or relocating) 
• Refreshment Kiosk 
• Table Tennis Table 
• Tai Chi Area 
• Children Playground 
• Skaling Rink. 
Supporting Facilities: 
(relocating or providing) 
• Toilets - male. Female and Handicapped 
• Bridge connecting (o the Morse Park III 
Others: 
• Cifculalion Path (Improving) 
• Focal Points (Defining by monumenis or 
water features) 
Front Stage Facilities: 
• Stage 
——Stage Lighting. 
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M W 
• It is to do a building design to provide a buifding for backstage facilities 
• J I ' S ' o design a all-weaiher auditorium (stand & stage). 
Y C Kowioori 
:• MONO KONG lllAfID 
sifEINFORMATION 
Site Location : Morse Park IV 
Site Area: 36000 sq m 
Class of Site: C 
Zoning: Open Spaces in Outline Zoning 
Plan (OZP) 
SITE AND USE ANALYSIS 
Existing Characteristics: 
• Park efevates from the nearby roads 
DESIGN PROCESS 
SUMMARY 
TRANSFORMATION OF MORSE 
PARK THEATRE 4 • 1997 
frequently. 
It is lo solve the existing problems. 
It is to do some landscape design to i 
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Movement {Sketch) ^ 
ine surroundings 
know more about hen 
ike'' What she would 
THEATRE 
DESIGN OBJECTIVES 
integrated to the 
to sui different 
N-AIR THEATRE 
special type of performing space 
lows more interaction between performer and audience 
tows public to take part in watching performance 
‘ a nice, practicing place for amateur performer 































































S C H E D U L E 
Morae Park Theatre. 
showing the Small 
V 
In 
• •- ‘ i 
I , .--!!- -. I 
Plan of Existing 
Theatre showing the 
Layout and geometry, 
‘ I f ' 
—. 
TO 
Geometry of the Existing Theatre 
basically deriving from 
2 foci and circles 
Proposed Rcrationship 
for Ihc improvement: 
Centre for front stage 
parts and perimeter for 
back singe parts. 
Opiion 1, making uso 
Ihc form of existing 
stage and stand to 
derive an oval shaped 
audilorium and outer 
layer for supporting 
facilities 
I .Auditorium . - J i r t i 
. 'Stand' t j 
Option 2. deriving 
totally from Iho 
existing geometry. 
Supporting facilities i 
W 
Final Schcmo 
following the option 
but the building for 
supporting facilities 
itorium j Stand | i j parting submerged t 
I / / the ground. 
The Convertible Rool 
is designed like a lea 




An Modification of the Option 2 was n 
‘In that Schematic Design 
Workshop/ 
Auditorium 
However, the Critics did 
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 
Lecturers suggested to have a stronger relationship 
the park. Searching an attemaUve building form 
footprint, providing walknip 
maintaining 
FINAL DESIGN 
niB Critics said that the arch form from 
h Tower In Central Gathering 
RlStotch) 
. P.. • 
3 
EAST ELEVATION SCALE 1:200 
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ARCH LEVEL PARTS 
SECTION OF A TYPICAL CABLE SET 
SCALE 1:20 , J 1 — 
• , 
KEYPLAN GROUND LEVEL PARTS SCALE 1:10 




SECTION OF TRACT 




DELIVERY/ STAFF ENTRANCE (AXON.) SCALE 1:50 
fJX* 
ROOF & WINDOW DETAIL G/F FLOOR & B/F SKYLIGHT DETAIL 
SCALE 1:20 
FACADE DETAIL (AXON.) SCALE 1:50 
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subject to recall. Due d i t e is for reference only. 
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